
Family-owned Chervin Kitchen & Bath has had a long and invaluable relationship with Slotegraaf and has

been designing, manufacturing, and installing high quality custom cabinetry in homes across Waterloo

Region, Oakville, Muskoka, and the GTA since 1991. With Chervin, cabinetry is more than just storage

space—it’s an opportunity to express personality in a practical way.
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Preparing for a Meeting with Chervin
Starting with Slotegraaf
Slotegraaf Construction's Project Managers and Designers will work with you on the interior and exterior

look and feel of your home. While making your selections for the project, your Designer will help in

sourcing products and services from vendors and subtrades we know and trust, like Chervin Kitchen &

Bath for your cabinetry.

Pinterest boards

Inspiration from Instagram

Project examples off of Houzz

Google searches

Gather what inspires you, this can include:

You can also check out Slotegraaf’s kitchen and bathroom project inspiration or one of Chervin’s

showrooms to give you an idea of styles and looks that appeal to you. It’s always great to have your

inspiration physically or digitally ready and with you for the meeting. Chervin also recommends

researching materials and considering appliances, organizational needs, and features ahead of time.

Plan Ahead

"When clients bring their inspiration in with them, it allows our Consultants to lay it

out on the table and look for common themes in their selections and break down

what design styles they are really interested in."  -Daniel Blyer, Sales & Design at Chervin

www.chervin.ca



Ensuring an Excellent Experience & Final Result
When it comes to the installation and reveal of your space, Slotegraaf and Chervin work closely

together through regular communication and on-site visits to ensure the details and plan remain

aligned. Both establishments share a common goal and that's the clients' happiness. Seeing your

vision materialize into a home that you love is all part of the plan.

What to Expect from Chervin
from their Design Phase to Installation

In-home measurements 

Detailed design consultations in Chervin's showroom

Assistance in materials and style matching 

Will the design fit the style of the rest of the home?

Are walls changing or being removed?

What big appliances and features will be factored in?

While you will have an initial consultation with our designers and remain in contact throughout the

project, Chervin's design consultants will also play a part in creating the space you're envisioning with their

cabinetry. This will entail:

Other factors Chervin's Consultants will consider:

Establishing Your Vision1.

2. A Snapshot of Your Potential Future Space
Chervin will provide you with 2D and 3D renderings, including a virtual walkthrough, and specifications

needed for the design.
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3. Your Dreams Turned into Expertly Handcrafted Details
"Chervin takes great care in manufacturing cabinets that are a creative expression of you. 

We have high standards and are proud of them, so you can be sure your finishes will match, your drawers

will function smoothly, and your details will be expertly handcrafted." -Chervin Kitchen & Bath

"The Designers at Slotegraaf establish the big picture and overall design plan; at

Chervin we help to steer clients’ direction when it comes to the cabinetry. We work

to instill confidence in those selections, while also maintaining the big picture and

vision, without clashing ideas." -Daniel Blyer, Sales & Design at Chervin


